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My Background


EDUCATION: BA in Advertising and M Ed. in Higher Education




Both from Iowa State (I also attended UNI and University of Missouri as an undergrad)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:


McConville Communications: Media Planner (1 year)



Iowa State University, Greenlee School of Journalism & Communication




University of Iowa, Academic Advising Center




Academic Advisor (2 years grad school; 2 years FT)
Academic Advisor + College Success Instructor + Outreach Coordinator +
Assistant Director (11+ years)

Mount Mercy University, Center for Adult & Graduate Education


Adult Accelerated Program Coordinator/Academic Advisor (3 years)

Mount Mercy Adult Accelerated
Programs


Courses offered in 5- and 10-week blocks



Face-to-face courses meet one night per
week, Monday-Thursday



Online courses have weekly deadlines
but are asynchronous



May start in any block and take blocks
off as necessary

Block 4: Jan 2-Feb 2



Undergraduate programs in business and
RN-BSN (online & face to face)

Block 6: Mar 11-Apr 20



Graduate programs in business, criminal
justice, education, marriage/family
therapy, nursing, strategic leadership
(delivery formats vary)

18-19 Year Schedule
Block 1: Aug 20-Sep 29
Block 2: Oct 1-Nov 3
Block 3: Nov 5-Dec 15
Block 5: Feb 4-Mar 9
Block 7: Apr 22-Jun 1
Block 8: Jun 3-Jul 13
Block 9: Jul 15-Aug 17

Who is an “adult” learner?


What language do you or does your
institution use to label adult
students?



What variables do you or does your
institution use to define who is an
adult student?



“Age acts as a surrogate variable
that captures a large,
heterogeneous population of adult
students who often have family and
work responsibilities as well as other
life circumstances that can interfere
with successful completion of
educational objectives.” NCES
Beginning Postsecondary Students
Longitudinal Study.

Is the adult population growing?


In 2018 41% of students enrolled in higher education are 25 or older.



In 2018, a projected 7.6 million students will be 25 years old and
over. The number of students 25 years old and over hit a similar peak
in 2010 (of 8.9 million) but the overall enrollment for this age group
declined from 2010 to 2018. NCES, Fast Facts, Back to School 2018



However, this is a difficult group to capture.



For enrollment growth at our institutions, we may be forced to look
at how we support transfer students, adult students and graduate
students.

What do we know about adult
learners?




K. Patricia Cross: Barriers to education


Situational Barriers



Dispositional Barriers



Institutional Barriers

Malcom Knowles: Androgogy, How do adults approach learning?


Adults are self directed



Adults have prior life/work experience



Adults learn when they are ready/have a need



Adults are life-centered



Adults are internally motivated

What assumptions did I make?






Because they have the responsibility of a full-time job…


Myth: All of my adult students would operate in the world the way I do.



Reality: Some struggle in the way they struggled the first time they were in
college.

Because they understand the opportunity cost of education…


Myth: All of my adult students would be invested in and take ownership of their
education.



Reality: Some view advising through a transactional lens.



Reality: Some struggle to set aside previous negative experiences with school.

Because they already manage a budget at home or work…


Myth: All of my adult students would be financially responsible.



Reality: Some make poor financial decisions just the way a traditional student
would.

Triad of Adult Learning

Who the
students are

What we have
to offer them

What will they
use the
knowledge for

“Any individual differences—first-generation students, adult students, new
learners, etc.—cause us to think about all learners.” – L.Lee Knefelkmp

How have I changed my advising?




On some occasions, I do more for them...


Because on a largely traditional campus, there are barriers that are not their
fault.



And because it’s a self preservation mechanism.

I provide more emotional encouragement up front…




Which is followed by a healthy reality check…




Because these students are nervous in a way that traditional students are
not
Because another chunk of my students are over-confident or haven’t really
thought through how they will juggle everything

I have had to check my judgment at the door…


Because when they are my peer in age/lifestyle you can’t play the Mom
card.



And because at the end of the day, they have to decide what they can or
can’t handle in any given 5-week block.

How would I advise a traditional
student differently?


“Learning is an act of hope.”



Be more developmental and less prescriptive.



Ask struggling students how they envision their
future life, after college.



Mention what a gift it is to be a full-time student
pursuing an education.



Adults have a greater sense of immediacy for
answers. Encourage that in traditional students.



Call them more.

- Carol Kaswarm

Where do we still have ground to
cover?


More systemic celebrations of small
victories



Making sure to understand their story



Connecting students to a community



Continuing to advocate for systems that
work for a particular group of students on
an otherwise traditional campus

Final Thought
Questions??


“The adult learner helps remind us
that any learner brings something
to the table. And we need to see
how we can assess who that
learner is and what they’ve
experienced and how they learn,
and put that into dialogue with
what we need to teach and how
we teach it. The adult learner is
almost the classic example of how
we need to match what we’re
teaching to students’ needs.” –
L.Lee Knfelkamp

Cheryl Schultz
Mount Mercy University
cschultz@mtmercy.edu


Please complete the on-line evaluation for this session
at:



1. https://goo.gl/VCFRxZ [This is a unique link to this
session evaluation]



2. https://iowaaan.org/ [Use the link on this page to
access the concurrent session evaluation page and
select the appropriate session evaluation link]



**Online concurrent session evaluations will be
available until Friday, April 5, 2019 at 5:00 p.m

Thank you for attending and providing your evaluation
for my session!
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